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▪ COLONIAL PERIOD: This began when Spain conquered us 
and we have to begin to accommodate our ways of life to 
change instead of believing in the sun and being a Christian 
person, something that we still do today. Men's rights also begin 
but a difference today is that women have rights, before women 
did not have rights, nor did girls, today girls can go to school 
and women can work in an office, be able to vote.

▪ We have traditions  Like the time to eat ´´Once´´ and we 
celebrate the 18 de septimbre because is the day of the first 
meeting national government. This event marked the beginning 
of the process of emancipation of Chile with respect to Spain, in 
1810, this beginning the route towards independent life as a 
country.



ANCESTORS 

My grandfathers  don´t have so many 
traditions but, they do empanadas,  
dance cueca and do asado.

The mother of my grandmother give 
him the recipe of a good pernil. 

They don´t have some many traditions but, 

are the most used in the colonial period

when the low social people do ramadas or

chinganas and in my family we value that 

since I don't see them much.



PARENTS

They kept the cueca and the 
pernil recipe, but other traditions 
that they have as a family is, to 
celebrate September 18 with the 
typical empanadas, earthquakes 
and roast with a typical dance 
and to do that we go to the fondas
(chinganas or ramadas).

Yes, they dance cueca on the feast of 

September 18 as pernil and also play paya-

ya, balls, emboque, volantin, luche, and run 

run. Our ancestors gave us a legacy to be 

good at cooking and eating a barbecue, 

sopaipillas and buttered corn also for the 

dances the games and the religons.



.

I remember that the most common 

and usual tradition is the bbq

(asado) that is from the colonial 

period but their are more like the 

tea  time and  the terremoto . and 

this tradition can be maked most of 

the times the 18 of september. This 

event marks a precedent for Chile, 

then a colony of Spain, to start the 

road to definitive Independence. 

ME

I don´t have favorites but I always go to 

the fondas to play on the chilean games 

booth but with the most I identify me is 

cooking becuase i love it my grand 

mother love to and I have the technique 

to cook.



This Scrapbook have the idea to know what 
tradition we still have,  see the differences 
between  the colonial period and nowadays but 
also see how by years we change  by 
technology or  ways to do our daily   things.

My name is Agustina Jimenez  I am 11 years old,

I don´t have brothers or sisters but I live with

my father Carlos Jimenez and my mother Maria

Alejandra Avila also I have a dog called Bruno, 

my hobbies are cook, see reports of astronomy

and ride bicycle.   


